
 

Problem-Solving Strategies: In our counseling/social skills group and in the 

classroom setting, we often focus on helping a student develop his or 

her  individualized coping and problem-solving skills. I thought it would be 

very timely for this weeks lesson to focus on effective “hands on” problem-

solving and communication skills.  You can try using the following  4 steps to 

help manage and resolve situational stressors with your teen by taking the 

“emotion” out of the mix. The four steps include: 



1. Identify the stressor     

For example, “I raised my voice at my sibling and my parents 

because I never get enough time on my Tablet device. My sister 

hogs it. I want to spend more time on my Tablet device.” 

2. Identify the feeling state   

“I AM feeling REALLY mad and frustrated.” 

3. Brainstorm some ideas  to resolve the conflict  

I will first take a “cool down” break  

I can try to make a  “ device time chart and schedule”   

I can show my device chart to my parents   

I can talk  with my parents about rules and time of device and 

consequences of not following the rules and then  as a family we 

make a chart for me and my sister to follow 

4. Choose plan and follow thru    

First, I will first use my coping skills and take a break by going to 

my room and listen to music or draw 

Next, when I am calm and in control of my emotions, I can 

first show my device chart to my parents. WE can talk to 

my sister and try to negotiate and compromise and agree 

on the device plan 

I will try to follow the device plan even though that may be 

hard for me 

 

 



Problem Solving Wheel Art Actvity: 

Attached is an good example of  an effective Boardmaker problem-solving 

skills template “What can I do?: Boardmaker Problem-Solving Wheel” that 

you and your teen may enjoy reviewing together. As an option, you can also 

help your teen identify exactly what kind (s) of problem solving strategies 

worked best in the past and  create a custom “Problem Solving Wheel.”  

Reference Link YouTube   How to Teach Kids Better Problem Solving   

Michael Arnold: https://youtu.be/vkF7sHjI7_A  

Please feel free to send me  a picture of your custom emojis and  Problem-

Solving Wheel 
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